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What are the ideal metrics to track on lead spend beyond 
just “cost per close” and “cost per lead” ? 

There are a few factors to take into consideration when evaluating 
lead spend. All these variables play into the configuration of your 
business’ ability to attract leads for your specific brand.

● Cost per engagement (CPL)
● Cost per quality lead 
● Cost per meeting 
● Cost per FDD review

● Cost per Unit Economics 
review 

● Cost per Validation 
● Cost per Discovery Day 



Cost Per Engagement (Cost Per Lead, CPL)

When a lead interacts with your ad, whether it be a link click or filling 
out a form, this is a form of engagement from a possible candidate. 

Calculating this metric helps understand which ad/platform is 
performing effectively. 

Cost Per Quality Lead

This is the cost of a lead that is ready, willing and able to talk with you 
and does. 

It’s typical for brands to see about half of their leads will immediately 
realize they are not a fit. 



Cost Per Meeting

Cost per meeting is essentially the cost per quality lead that has begun 
moving forward in your process. This is typically calculated once a 
month to see how strong your lead generation is. 

Cost Per FDD Review

It is a debate whether the FDD should be early in the sales process as a 
persuasion tool or come about closer to the closing of a franchise sale.



Cost Per Unit Economic Review

Total cost to have a lead in UE Review 

Cost Per Validation

Total cost to have a lead in Validation 



Cost Per Discovery Day

Cost to have a lead book and attend 
discovery day. 

Divide your total spend on a lead campaign 
by the amount of leads attending. 



What questions should a potential lead buyer be asking a 
lead vendor to best understand their lead generation?

There are endless lead generation agencies to buy into, so how do 
you determine which is the best one for your brand? Below are 
some questions to consider asking when deciding which vendor is 
your best investment opportunity:

1. How is a lead qualified and sold as a valid lead?
2. What is your process to create and implement the ads for my 

brand?
3. What type of industries do you work with? B2B or B2C? 
4. Who else is receiving these leads?
5. What is the best method to contact these leads?


